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Stardate 24674.7…
the Starship NoSurprise warps out 
of planet Zeltar’s atmosphere…

The Forgotten Mission
  of NoSurprise

Stardate 24674.7…
the Starship NoSurprise warps out 
of planet Zeltar’s atmosphere…

Captain Sirk, I have 
a faint distress 

call from starFleEt 
command.

Lt. Alhura, 
patch it through 
the viewscreen!

Captain Sirk,
we’ve { --- } attacked 

by the Sorg { --- } 
Omega anti-weapon! 

Systems { --- } failing! 
You must return to 

earth to stop—
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All frequencies in 
the galaxy have sud-

Denly gone silent.

Captain! 
I lost the 

transmission. Red 
alert!
Prepare 

for 
transwarp 
hyperdrive 
jump to 

earth. The 
Sorg have 
attacked!

Down in the engine room…

Engineering team, power 
up the transwarp drive. 

Deploy the super trilithium 
crystal generators. 

Ensign Jones, prepare 
the star drive to 

jump to transwarp 
hyperspeed.

Captain 
Sirk! 

We’re 
ready To 

give her all 
she’s got!

…three, 
two, one! 

Engage 
transwarp!

Captain, 
life support 

systems 
are failing 
on aLl the 

ships!
Captain, the 
Sorg are 

powering up 
their weapons 

to fire!

mR. SprOCk, 
beam the 

survivors of 
those ships 
to sicKbay, 

then raise Our 
ShiElds!

Checkoff, 
Tusu, on my 

mark…

great 
googley-
moOgley!
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Tusu! Checkoff! 
Fire all lasers 

and proton 
torpedoes, now!

Our weapons are 
Down, Sir. We’re 
losing power!

Scans show we’ve 
been hit by their 

Omega device. All 
PM systems are in 
shutdown mode.

Captain, 
we’re being 

hailed by the 
Sorg ship.

Onscreen, 
Alhura.

gah!

RESISTANCE IS FUTILE.
YOUR SHIPS AND PM 

SYSTEMS ARE DESTROYED. WE 
WILL ASSIMILATE YOU INTO 
OUR COLLECTIVE. YOU HAVE 
ONE HOUR TO SURRENDER!

Captain, based on my scans and 
ANalysis of the other ships, I 

believe we can introduce a nano-   
virus into the collective…

Sir, my tricorder scans indicate The 
Omega device creates The illusion 

that PM systems are malfunctioning 
when they actually are not.

Cappel 
is right, 
Captain.

When we TriEd 
To deploy our 

weapons, I 
got messages 

saying ‘Trilithium 
depleted, engine 

power at 40 
percent.’ All 

ship diagnostics 
SHowEd warnings 

of no PM.

OK! Looks 
like we’ve 

got a 
solution.

Let’s take 
out those 

Sorg!

A few 
minutes 
later, the 
captain’s 
strategy 
roOm…

…by 
patching it 

through the 
beaming fre-

quencies!
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We’re ready 
to receive 

your boarding 
party.

Captain, we 
have an open 
frequency 
signal to 
beam them 
aboard.

Captain,
the nanOvirus 

package 
has been 
delivered!

Trans-
porter 

room, beam 
them to the 

bridge!

Back on the bridge… WE ARE READY TO 
BEAM ABOARD. YOU 
ARE WISE, CAPTAIN 

SIRK, NOT TO RESIST.

Tusu and 
Checkoff, fire 

all proton 
torpedoes 
and Lasers, 
full power!

Sir, I’m receiving reports 
from all over the ship that 

aLl systems are coming 
online and PM diagnostics 

are underway.

Captain, the Sorg ship 
and the Omega device 
have been destroyed!

AlHura, when 
they materialize, 

fire at WiLl.

mr. sprocK, the plan Worked! they 
CoulDn’t adapt to Our lasers!
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alhUra, 
open hailing 
frequencies.

Tell HQ the 
Sorg have been 

Destroyed.

aye, aye, 
captain sirk!

the Sorg Omega 
device and the 

NoSurprise 
are fictional, 
but preventive 

maintenance and 
its results are 
never fictional 
for equipment.

Failing to do PM 
is like introducing 
a virus into your 
equipment. Things 
start failing fast 

and equipment 
malfunctions.

The end 
comes quickly 
when PM is an 
afterthought. 

That’s No 
Surprise.

now that we’ve donned 
our 21st century clothing…

…I’ll set your 
time destination for 

2014. energize.

ignoring PM 
is like killing 

your own 
equipment.

Program 
yourself to 

take it
seriously.

Later…


